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All services provided by general dentists

YOUR CALGARY
INVISALIGN® PROVIDER

150 CROWFOOT CRESCENT NW #224, CALGARY, AB T3G 3T2
Call Today:
(403) 879-9023
OUR SERVICES

Text to Book:
(403) 605-8806

Mon–Thu 7am – 9pm
Fri 7am – 5pm

NEW PATIENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

General Dentistry
Cosmetic Services
Oral Surgery
BOTOX®
Oravital™ System
Sleep Apnea

At Arbour Lake Dental Care, we
understand the constraints a busy
schedule can place on our patients'
availability for dental appointments.
To better accommodate your schedule,
we oﬀer extended, ﬂexible oﬃce hours.
- Dr. Ian Miller

TAKE ON WELLNESS

Stepping into Summer

25

$

Plumbing Services
Furnace Repair
Drain Cleaning
Boiler Repair

Service Call Fee

403-837-4023
info@officialplumbingheating.ca
official-plumbing-heating.ca

SAVE A
BUNCH
OF CASH
Expert advice
Excellent rates
Many options
Better mortgages

ANITA 403-771-8771
anita@anitamortgage.ca

Licensed by Avenue Financial

Routine plays an important role in developing life skills and
establishing healthy habits. With the school year ending,
moving into the summer months with some structure can
help reduce stress and anxiety. It equally can contribute to
a more comfortable transition for back to school.
For a flexible routine, which supports good mental
health, we can think of the “The Big 5 to Thrive.” We
want to be mindful of exercise, sleep, supportive
relationships, healthy nutrition, and helping others.
Here are some tips on how to support each of these pillars:
• Exercise: It is important to move our body in ways we
enjoy! The general recommendation is ensuring we
get 150 minutes of vigorous exercise each week, which
can include activities like riding your bike, playing
team sports, or going for a brisk walk.
• Sleep: A healthy sleeping pattern includes getting
adequate hours of rest and establishing a good
nighttime routine. General recommendations for
children under 12 years old is 9 to 12 hours of sleep,
while those ages 13 to 18 should be aiming for 8 to 10.
During this time, the brain is developing and becoming
specialized. A good nighttime routine can include
monitoring technology and stimulating activities
before bed. Instead, shift the focus to calming activities
such as, meditation, stretching, or reading a book.
• Supportive Relationships: Be mindful of who
is around you. Work towards ensuring you have
positive connections with family, friends, and others
in our community. Together, you can support and
comfort one another in both times of joy, but also
during hardship.
• Nutrition: You want to enjoy what you eat, but it is
equally important to make sure you are getting all the
necessary nutrients. Healthy eating is associated with
a healthy heart, strong bones, better energy levels,
improved mood, and brain health. Experiment with
recipes and find the joy of fueling your body!
• Helping Others: When we volunteer, donate, or share our
time with others, it boosts our mood and our well-being.
This summer, strive to get involved in your community!
These pillars of health can seem basic, but we can always
find something to work on. Improving one can often
have positive effects on the others, so this summer,
strive to thrive with the Big 5!
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your home sold guaranteed!*
Call to find out more about our
Innovative Consumer Programs
Virtual Tours
Guaranteed Sale Program*
Trade Up Program*
Blanket Home Warranty Program*
Accepting Crypto Currency
Call us to help you navigate through
the changing real estate world

Call or Text 403-606-8888
Email len@lentwong.com
*Guarantee is being offered by Greater Property Group. Terms and Conditions Apply.
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At-Risk for Mental Illness
Research Program

Calling All BABYSITTERS
Enroll free at mybabysitter.ca and choose the
Calgary communities you would like to babysit in.

Calling All PARENTS

Our studies offer monitoring, education and/or interventions.
For more info, please contact: 403-210-8740 or napls@ucalgary.ca

Visit mybabysitter.ca and find available babysitters
in and around your community.
6

Seeking participants for youth mental health studies

• Do you feel something is not quite right and you are concerned
about recent changes in your thoughts, behaviour or experiences?
• Are you 12-30 years old?

The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board has approved
these research studies (REB20-0983, REB20-2133, REB21-0535)
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NITANISAK DISTRICT

The second thing on the list: The Cave and Basin National
Historic Site information building, the girls worked
through the Park’s Xplore booklet to earn a prize. Most
interesting thing from the girls’ view – the Banff Springs
Snail and the hole at the top of the Cave! We stopped at
the Special Exhibit building for a quick viewing.

The Calgary 9th Trex (GGC unit for girls grades 7 to
12 who want to be in Guiding but cannot commit to
meeting every week) went to Banff on a day trip. The
girls wanted to go to Banff and explore, so on Saturday,
April 22, 2022, we went!
First thing on the list: Explore boardwalks at the
Cave and Basin. We did the lower boardwalk first and
watched the minnows in the warm water (from the hot
springs). We then watched some waterfowl through the
bird blind. A Parks staff member was there and told us
that early in the spring, they see garter snakes warming
themselves in the water, then the snakes go back to their
hibernaculum to warm up the other snakes. Apparently,
this is the only place with garter snakes in the National
Park! We did the upper boardwalk and some of the girls
had to hold their nose because of the sulfur smell!

Next on the list: Lunch! We walked downtown and ate
lunch in the Cascade Mall, then we wandered towards the
Banff Park Historic Museum site. The girls were excited to
learn the building and some of the taxidermized animals
were about 100 years old. They worked on another Xplore
booklet to earn another prize!
Last thing on the list: Banff Hot Springs! We hopped
a bus and headed to soak in warm water and look at
the snow capped mountains. What a great way to end
the day!
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MENTAL HEALTH MOMENT

Neuro-Diverse Relationships
by Nancy Bergeron | nancy@viewpointcalgary.ca

untreated, these can have serious negative consequences
for both partners. NT partners can sometimes experience
their own mental health issues such as anxiety, depression,
ADHD, Affective Deprivation Disorder, and PTSD, as a
result of being in a relationship with an undiagnosed ASD/
NA partner. Implementing ASD/NA-specific strategies to
address certain issues in the relationship can help alleviate
these symptoms for both partners.
Self-awareness for the NT partner and for ASD/NA
individual
The NT partner can often be a rescuer or considered
controlling. Their own traits and family of origin issues can
help them understand why they chose their partner with
ASD/NA. Learning the part they play in the conflicts with
their partner and what to do about it is important.

Neuro-diverse couples are more common that we
realize. There are many high-functioning adults who
are undiagnosed with what we used to call Asperger
syndrome (now included as Autism Spectrum DisorderASD) or possibly neuro-atypical (NA) individuals. Having
worked with children with ASD and children that are
neuro-atypical (NA), I am now seeing more relationships
with neurological diversity; an ASD/NA partner with a
neuro-typical (NT) partner.
Pursue a diagnosis
A diagnosis can be important to acknowledge ND
traits that might be causing relationship problems.
Understanding how ASD/NA traits affect the relationship
can remove the blame, frustration, shame, pain, and
confusion felt by both partners.
Once a diagnosis is confirmed, working with an ASD/NA
specific couples’ therapist can be very helpful. Individuals
with ASD/NA can be loyal, honest, highly intelligent,
hardworking, generous, and funny. Accepting their
strengths and weaknesses as part of their natural brain
wiring can help with acceptance in relationships.
Understand how ASD/NA impacts the individual
Individuals with ASD/NA are at increased risk for
depression, anxiety, OCD, ADHD. Undiagnosed or
8

The individual with ASD/NA tends to have a weak
theory of mind (TOM) meaning they may have trouble
understanding, predicting, and responding to a person’s
thought-feeling state. They may unintentionally say and
do things that can come across as insensitive and hurtful to
their partner. They can develop a better TOM by becoming
more aware of how they are likely to offend their partner.
They may also learn to better express positive thoughts,
affirm, and compliment their partner.
Create a relationship schedule
Due to the executive functioning and social-emotional
reciprocity adults with ASD/NA are challenged with,
keeping a calendar is crucial. A relationship schedule can
help the couple plan for conversations, sex, and quality
time in order to stay connected.
The partner with ASD/NA may either want a lot of sexual
activity, little, or none at all. Scheduling the sexual needs
of both partners can help couples regulate their sex-life.
The individual with ASD/NA might be mechanical and
unemotional in bed, or struggle with sex due to sensory
sensitivities. They may need to learn ways to maintain a
daily emotional connection both in and out the bedroom.
An individual with ASD/NA may go days, weeks, or months
engrossed in work and their interests. This “parallel play”
can leave their partner feeling lonely and abandoned.
Common activities that might have brought the couple
together when dating can abruptly stop after commitment.
This is in part due to their challenges in initiation,
reciprocity, planning, and organizing. Scheduling playing
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together such as long walks, biking, hikes, and travel can
help bridge the parallel play gap.
Cope with sensory overload
Individuals with ASD/NA often experience distress due to
sensory sensitivities. The individual’s senses may be either
hypersensitive or hyposensitive: a caress can feel like
burning fire, or a needle prick can have no effect. Managing
sensory triggers such as sound or touch can help prevent
blow-ups due to sensory overload. Individuals with ASD/
NA can often feel more stressed out by being in social
situations than their NT counterparts. Planning time to be
alone and recover from social situations is essential.
Improve communication and manage expectations
Communication is often a major challenge for the
individual with ASD/NA. They may have difficulties
reading facial cues, vocal intonations, and body language.
They can often monopolize and have difficulty initiating
conversations or keeping them flowing. Their NT partner
might feel frustrated by the lack of communication and
reciprocity. Scheduling daily conversation time, and direct
and step by step communication strategies can be useful.
Adjusting expectations based on ability and neurology
is important for both partners. Working hard to improve
the relationship with the strategies listed here can bring
about real change.
Specialized couples therapy
Sometimes the NT partner may be so depressed, angry,
and disconnected from their mate, that they do not have
the desire to salvage the relationship. It can be difficult
to get the relationship back on track. Focusing on the
positive in the relationship and the traction made by
implementing new skills and strategies can help both
parties to stay motivated.
Working with a neuro-diverse couples’ therapist can
help the couple to make rapid gains, stay motivated,
and feel encouraged about their relationship. A welltrained therapist can teach both partners about
neurodiversity. The therapist can help the couple
create and implement strategies to better their
relationship. The issues and challenges that some
neuro-diverse couples face can seem similar, but every
individual with neurodiversity is unique and so is every
relationship. Customized therapy is a must.

Five Awareness Tips Before
International Travel
by Krista Hopfauf, Travel Agent
You’ve made the decision to embark on a big trip! Crossing
oceans and miles of land mass to be immersed in a new culture
with different customs, food, and language. To ensure you
are going to enjoy your trip and avoid unnecessary stress, it’s
important to know a few things before you book. Even if it’s not
your first international trip, you may not have travelled for awhile.
Visas and Vaccinations
Before you travel to your destination you need to know
health entry and exit requirements, safety and security
precautions, as well as documents needed to travel. Some
countries may require a Tourist Visa. Depending on the
country, you may be able to get one at the airport on
arrival, while some countries require you to apply for a visa
in advance of your trip. Always keep in mind “know before
you go”. Details can be found at https://travel.gc.ca/.
Group Tours
If you are travelling solo or travelling to a country that may be
difficult to get around safely and efficiently, you may want to
consider a group tour. Tours are well designed and employ local
experts who know the area well. You will learn and enjoy more in
both safety and comfort. It’s a great way to meet new likeminded
people and exchange friendly conversation. You can book a
short tour for part of your trip, or a tour for its duration.
Travel Insurance
A lot of people think their credit card covers their travel
insurance. Double check this before you go. Consider
a comprehensive travel insurance policy which has
sufficient coverage for the duration of your trip. It’s
often not as expensive as you might think and gives you
peace of mind in case anything was to happen.
Manage Expectations
Try not to over-plan and cram too much into your itinerary,
especially the first couple of days. You may experience some
jet lag and there will likely be a time change. There can also
be flight delays, unpredictable weather, or some other
disruption in your plans. Prioritize the things you want to do
most. In difficult situations, always try to stay calm and know
that people will be looking out for you to fix any problems at
hand. Ask for help whenever you need it.
Embrace Your Destination
To thoroughly enjoy your destination, learn a few words
in the local language and pick up a guidebook. Don’t be
afraid to try local food. If it’s too much of a stomach shock,
look for your favorite chain spots from home. Embrace
local customs only when you can do so respectfully.
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DOLLARS & SENSE

Finding the Right Landscaping and Lawn Care Pro Can Save You
Time and Money

A beautiful lawn can be both appealing and environmentally
friendly, but it can take a lot of work and be a tricky
project to do yourself. Caring for a yard under the best of
circumstances can still be challenging; extended periods of
extreme weather, dull lawnmower blades, bugs, pests, and
heavy foot traffic can all lead to a lawn that needs extra care.
Lawn care generally falls into three categories: landscaping,
lawn maintenance, and sprinkler systems. Before selecting a
business, evaluate your needs. Some businesses specialize
in one area, while others offer a variety of services.
The BBB offers the following tips when considering
hiring a lawn care professional:
Research and gather information. Once you have
decided what services you need and your budget, get
recommendations from friends and neighbours with
lawns you admire.
Ask for a lawn inspection. Services that quote a price
without seeing your lawn cannot be sure what your
lawn might need.
Have a clear scope of work before asking for
estimates. This includes defining the area to be worked
on and what you want done. When getting bids, don’t
compare apples with oranges.
Ask for references and pictures of other jobs they
installed or maintained. Ask the references about their
experiences before, during, and after the work is done.
10

Get specifics on prices and be clear on what services are
included. Are you paying for a specific project or ongoing
maintenance? Do you pay by the mow or by the month?
If you are maintaining the landscaping yourself, ask for
detailed instructions and be prepared to follow them.
Check to see if the lawn care provider needs a
license to work in your area. In particular, they may
need a license to apply pesticides. Ask for a certificate of
insurance from the business’s insurance agent.
Look for membership in a professional organization.
A service’s membership in one or more professional
lawncare associations and active participation in the
local community is a positive sign.
Get everything in writing and read all agreements
and contracts carefully. Make sure the contract
contains all topics discussed and promises made.
Ask about timing and safety. Will the work be done while
you are home or away? Are there safety precautions you
need to take during or after the work? If pesticides are
being used, do you need to protect your family or pets?
Get receipts for any money paid. It’s better to pay by check
or with credit card, but if you make full payment in cash, be
sure to obtain written verification from the business with a
list of labor and material charges covered by the payment.
Find out more at bbb.org.
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SAFE & SOUND

Heat Related Illness

EMS would like to remind everyone to stay safe in the heat
and sun this season. While children and the elderly may
be more susceptible to the effects of heat and sun, basic
prevention measures should be taken by all to avoid a heat
related illness during periods of hot and humid weather.
Heat Exhaustion
• Heat exhaustion can occur due to excessive fluid loss
during periods of prolonged sweating in a hot and/or
humid environment (indoors or outdoors).
• Patients may suffer headaches, weakness, fatigue,
nausea/vomiting, thirst, chills, and profuse sweating.
• The patient is usually cold and damp to the touch and
the skin may appear pale, or dusky grey.
Heat Stroke
• Heat stroke is a medical emergency which, without
prompt treatment, could be fatal.
• It occurs when the body can’t cool itself naturally (e.g.,
perspiration). The body’s temperature will continue to
rise to dangerous levels.

• Due to severe dehydration and the inability to sweat,
the patient may appear flushed, and skin may be hot
and dry to the touch.
First Aid
• First aid for all heat related illness begins with removing
or sheltering the patient from the hot environment.
• Remove excess, or tight-fitting clothing, and allow
them to rest in a cool environment.
• If the patient is conscious and alert, provide suitable
fluids such as water, juice, or a sports drink.
• If you are concerned, seek medical attention.
Prevention
• Stay well-hydrated by drinking plenty of water at all times.
• Be aware that excessive alcohol consumption will
promote dehydration.
• Always wear a broad brimmed hat to keep the sun off
your face and neck.
• Apply a broad spectrum, waterproof sunscreen with a
minimum SPF of 30+, especially for children. The sun’s UV rays
peak between 11:00 am and 3:00 pm, even on cloudy days.
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☑ CHECKLIST

9 PM

ROUTINE

• Remove valuables & garage door
•
•
•
•
•
•

openers from vehicles
Lock vehicles
Close overhead garage door
Lock door between garage & house
Close & lock all external doors
Ensure windows are shut
Turn on exterior light

SUPPORT
LOCAL

June 7–September 27, 2022
Tuesdays from 3:00 to 7:00 pm
1248 Livingston Way NE, Calgary, AB

YOUR CITY OF CALGARY

Safely Dispose of Pressurized
Tanks and Canisters
Going camping, hiking, or hosting a barbecue this
summer? Make sure you safely dispose of pressurized
tanks, canisters, and aerosols (empty or full), including:
• Bear spray canisters
• Small camping propane tanks
• Butane canisters
• Standard barbecue tanks
• Helium tanks
Take these items to a household hazardous waste drop-off
at designated fire stations or City landfills for safe disposal.
Do not put these items in your blue, black, or green carts.
When put in a cart, these items become a safety hazard
for your collector and the staff at waste management
facilities. Items can also damage collection trucks and
sorting equipment.
Visit calgary.ca/hhw to check the list of drop-off locations.

Preparing or Updating Your Will

Vilma Mydliar, LLB

It is important for everyone
to have a will—people often
have more assets than they
think. An important part of
estate planning is having a
will along with an Enduring
Power of Attorney (EPA) and
a Personal Directive (PD).

family member or a divorce. We make this
process easy and help to ease your mind.
For over 25 years, Shibley & Company has
been supporting clients in northwest
Calgary, and we take pride in consistently
delivering personalised service.
219, 8120 Beddington Blvd. NW, Calgary T3K 2A8
Phone: 403.275.3230 | ShibleyAndCompany.ca

To prepare a will you need to decide who
Conveniently located in the Beddington
your executor(s) will be, name a guardian for Towne Centre Mall.
your children if they are under the age of 18,
and who will benefit from your estate. You
can prepare a will at any time and existing
wills should be updated especially if there
are major changes in your life, such as getting
married, starting a family, the death of a
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS & NOTARIES PUBLIC
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Healthy Rivers: Map Shows
Watershed Areas in Calgary

Stargazing with Pat J

Calgary is fortunate to have two rivers and a network of
smaller creeks and streams flowing across our city. From
supporting clean drinking water and flood resiliency to
contributing to biodiversity, they are a defining aspect
of our daily lives and a unique characteristic of our city.
Our Healthy Rivers Story Map allows you to connect
with and learn about Calgary’s watersheds, rivers, and
riparian areas, and explore actions you can take to
protect the health of our rivers. Visit the Healthy Rivers
Story Map at https://maps.calgary.ca/HealthyRivers.

Back to the Future Past
The universe is big; really big, or as Buzz Lightyear would
proudly proclaim, it stretches to infinity and beyond. Even at
the speed of light (300,000 km/second) it takes years (in some
cases millions of years) for light from a star to reach Earth.

To view more City of Calgary maps, please visit the Map
Gallery at https://maps.calgary.ca.

by Patricia Jeffery © 2022, Calgary Centre of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada

So, what are we actually seeing when we gaze up at the
multitude of twinkling lights in the night sky? We are looking
back in time. No need to rush out and buy a DeLorean as it is
the vastness of space that acts like a time machine.
For example: If a star is 1,000 light years away, the light we
see is not how the star looks today, but how it appeared
1,000 years ago. A few might not even exist anymore as
they may have since gone supernova and exploded or
been sucked into a black hole. All that remains of many
gigantic stars is a ghostly image that suddenly blazes for
a few weeks before eventually fading away.
Average visual time delay for various celestial objects:
• Moon: 1.3 seconds
• Venus: 3 minutes, 46 seconds
• Sun: 8 minutes, 20 seconds
• Mars: 12.5 minutes
• Jupiter: 43 minutes
• Saturn: 1.5 hours
• Andromeda Galaxy: 2.5 million years

Did you know that there are actually
only seven named colours in the
spectrum of visible light according to
Newton? They are red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, and violet.

The farthest back in time the Hubble Space Telescope
has been able to reach was captured in the above image
entitled The Ultra-Deep Field. The photo (total exposure
time 11.3 days taken over the course of 400 Hubble orbits
around Earth) contains nearly 10,000 galaxies, the oldest of
which took 13.2 billion years for its light to reach Hubble,
meaning it formed just 800 million years after the Big Bang.
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MLA Calgary-North

Councillor, Ward 2

Hon. Muhammad Yaseen

Jennifer Wyness

Constituency Associate Minister of
Immigration and Multiculturism
104, 200 Country Hills Landing NW T3K 5P3

403-268-2430
Jennifer.Wyness@calgary.ca
Calgary.ca/ward2
Ward2Wyness
@WynessJennifer @JenniferWyness
Traffic Calming in Ward 2
As more families are enjoying the warmer weather
outdoors with children and loved ones, it’s important for
drivers and pedestrians to be aware of road safety. I have
heard from several residents about certain “hot spots”
known for speeding, and I am happy to share the below
traffic calming measures to be implemented in Ward 2:
Location

Concern

Requests

Status

Evanston View
and Evansbrooke
Link NW

Dangerous
Crosswalk
(Evanston)

Curb Extensions

Installation
Approved (Spring/
Summer 2022)

Symons Valley
Pkwy- Evansford Cir/
Evanspark Cir NW

Dangerous
Crosswalk
(Evanston)

Crosswalk Lights

Traffic Signal
Approved (Fall
2022)

100 Hawkwood
BV NW

Dangerous
Crosswallk
(Hawkwood)

Ladder Markings

Installation
Approved (Spring/
Summer 2022)

171 Hawkwood
BV NW

Dangerous
Crosswallk
(Hawkwood)

Reflective Sleeves/
Ladder Markings

Installation
Approved (Summer
2022)

Removal of Barrier
(Kincora)

Replacement of
Barrier

Review Scheduled
(Spring 2022)

Kincora Glen
Rd NW

To learn how to request a crosswalk or pedestrian light,
please visit https://www.calgary.ca/bike-walk-roll/
request-crosswalk.html#.
To make inquiries regarding traffic signal timing
and coordination, report damaged traffic signals, or
request a new traffic or left turn signal, please visit
https://www.calgary.ca/roads/traffic-signals.html#.
Reporting Broken Sidewalks to 311
Crews from Roads have been out in communities to
complete minor repairs on sidewalks such as grout,
caulking, and grinding where defects have been identified.
Foremen are currently conducting their yearly inspections
of concrete surveys and will schedule replacement in
future seasons as required.
Please submit requests to 311 if you know of any sidewalks
in need of repair. By reporting these on the 311 app, a
geolocation marker will be provided to crews, which will
help them easily locate and fix the issue.
14

calgary.north@assembly.ab.ca
@muhammadyaseenyyc
Supports for Employment
As part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan, the Alberta at Work
initiative has announced investments in job training
programs to get Albertans the support they need.
Most jobs lost during the pandemic have returned, but
Albertans need to have access to employment supports
so they can develop the skills necessary to fill those
roles. Five ministries are working together to support
new and transitioning workers to help them succeed in
the job market. $600 million will be invested over three
years in a series of programs to support job training.
Labour and Immigration is investing $64 million into
programs to assist Albertans in gaining work experience
and training. Advanced Education is investing $235
million into programs to support enrollment growth,
micro-credentials, and expanded apprentice education.
Community and Social Services is investing $20 million
this year to assist long-term unemployed people’s return
to work. For details, please visit https://www.alberta.ca.
Clean Hydrogen Centre of Excellence
Alberta’s government is launching the Clean Hydrogen
Centre of Excellence with a commitment of $50 million
over four years to accelerate research and development
of clean hydrogen technologies in Alberta. The centre
is expected to attract an additional $150 million in
investments and grants from industry and other levels
of government. For more details, visit alberta.ca.
Summer is finally here! I wish all of you a relaxing
and enjoyable summer as you reconnect with family
and friends.
Special thanks to my constituents for their continued
support as I carry out my duties as your MLA. Please feel
free to call me any time to schedule a chat to discuss
issues that are important to you.
Happy Father’s Day! Thank you to fathers everywhere
for everything you do.
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MP Calgary Rocky Ridge

Pat Kelly

202, 400 Crowfoot Crescent NW
Calgary, AB T3G 5H6
403-282-7980
403-282-3587
pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca
This spring I tabled C-266, a private members bill, to
amend the Excise Act to repeal the automatic excise duty
escalator on beer, wine, and spirits. If passed, it will reset
duty rates to those prior to imposing this automatic tax
increase, which will give everyday Canadians a break and
help our beer, wine, and spirits industries compete in the
global economy.
As chair of the Standing Committee on Access to
Information, Privacy, and Ethics (ETHI), I tabled the
Report on Conflict of Interest and Lobbying in Relation
to Pandemic Spending, on March 31. This report, which
included the committee’s findings on the WE Charity
affair, was completed in the last Parliament, but is now
reintroduced so that it can potentially be debated and
voted on in this Parliament. Three key witnesses defied
Parliament by refusing to testify about potential conflicts
of interest in the last Parliament. If the House of Commons
wishes to pursue this matter further, it is now able to do so.
In May, I also tabled a study on Collection and Use of
Mobility Data by the Government of Canada, concerning
the Public Health Agency of Canada’s collection of mobility
data from millions of Canadian cellular customers. On
February 2, our committee unanimously passed a motion
calling on the government to suspend the Agency’s
request for proposals until the committee was satisfied
that the privacy of Canadians would not be affected.
The report contains important recommendations to the
government to ensure that Canadians have confidence
that their privacy is protected; I hope that the government
will implement these recommendations prior to any
further data collection.
ETHI is currently studying the “Use and Impact of Facial
Recognition Technology” by government and law
enforcement. The committee has heard important
evidence that such technologies create risks of undue
surveillance to the general public and are less reliable in
correctly identifying women and persons with darker
skin tones, leading to the assertion that facial recognition
technology by law enforcement leads to racist outcomes.
All parties support the continuation of this study into
implications of these technologies.
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OFFICIAL PLUMBING & HEATING: Small company,
low overhead, excellent warranties, and great rates.
Specializing in residential service and installs. Services
include furnace service and replacement, hot water tank
service and replacement, leaks, clogs, gas fitting, and more.
Licensed and insured. Why wait? Call today and get it fixed
today! Available 24/7, we accept debit/VISA/MasterCard.
Call 403-837-4023 or email info@officialplumbingheating.
ca; www.official-plumbing-heating.ca.
EVANSTON MORTGAGE BROKER: SAVE A BUNCH OF
CASH! As a Calgary mortgage broker, I have helped
your neighbors navigate their purchase, refinance,
and renewal options. If you are looking for expert
mortgage advice, excellent rates, many options, and
better financing, Call Anita at 403-771-8771 | anita@
anitamortgage.ca | Licensed by Avenue Financial.
NEIGHBOURHOOD CONFLICT? Community Mediation
Calgary Society (CMCS) is a no-cost mediation and conflict
coaching service that can help you resolve problems and
restore peace! We help neighbours be neighbours again!
www.communitymediation.ca, 403-269-2707.
JEFFREY ELECTRIC: Friendly, professional electrical
service for your next residential project, large or small.
10 years serving Calgary, City Qualified Trade, Master
Electrician, licensed, insured. Very competitive rates for
quality electrical work. Service panel upgrades from
60 amp to 200 amp. Car chargers, aluminum rewiring,
custom kitchens and basements. Free estimates. www.
cejelectric.com or call Clayton at 403-970-5441.
THE GUTTER DOCTOR! Eavestrough cleaning, repairs,
and installation. Fascia, soffit, cladding, roofs, siding,
heat cables. For over 19 years and 50,000 projects we
have done the job right - and it’s warrantied! Fully
Insured, Licensed, WCB coverage. A+ rated BBB member.
Top award winner. www.gutterdoctor.ca, 403-714-0711.
BRUSH
BROTHERS
PAINTING:
Experienced,
journeyman-trained painters at your service. We can
take care of all your interior and exterior painting needs.
Top quality paint and service. 25 plus years of painting
in the city. Book for a free estimate today. Big or small
jobs. Call us for an estimate: 403-243-7628.
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Dental Cleaning and Checkups | Composite Fillings
Dental X-Rays | Dental Crowns | Porcelain Veneers
Teeth Whitening | Mouth Guards | Dental Bridges
Root Canal Therapy | Dentures | Tooth Extractions
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We Follow Alberta Fee Guides | No Obligation Quotes | Same Day Emergencies
49 Sage Hill Passage NW | www.sagehilldental.ca | 587-327-1382 | info@sagehilldental.ca

* CONDITIONS APPLY
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Solar powered?
Yes.

Saves money?
Also yes.

Their home uses 70 per
cent less energy than the
average Alberta home
and 100 per cent solar
power. Type your address
into the Residential Solar
Calculator to see if your
rooftop has the potential
for solar power.

Calculate your
solar potential at
calgary.ca/respond

